®

Mack CH Series

For the fleet owner and owner-operator alike, the CH model has the
specifications and the versatility for both standard and tough highway
applications. The axle-forward configuration of the Mack CH offers
optimum weight distribution to meet bridge-formula requirements. This
design is the most efficient way to maximize your payload capacity.
Its versatility comes from over a decade of building thousands of
successful custom applications. We know what works best. You’ll find
our experience and technology invaluable. The aerodynamic design,
lightweight components and high-tech electronics all work to give you
a high rate of return on your investment.

Built so you’ll see the road. Not feel it.
One word describes the view from the driver’s seat of the CH —
panoramic. The sloped hood allows for excellent visibility, and
mirrors have a generous viewing area to make driving easier
and safer. A superior, cab-mounted suspension gives you the
smoothest ride on the road.

Seats you and your spine will love.
When drivers strap into the Mack Performance® seat, they’ll
immediately notice the wide, comfortable base and the multi-adjustable
design that fits any body type. The arm rest and multiple lumbar
areas are adjustable to make the Performance seat the most
comfortable ride on the road. A 180° swivel provides easy access
to the sleeper.

Sleepers that recharge weary drivers.
The CH sleeper comes in five sizes — 48" flat-top, 56" flat-top,
60" mid-rise, 70" mid-rise and 70" high-rise — that offer a mix of
comfort and functionality. A walkthrough opening eliminates crawling
through narrow spaces. You’ll find lots of cabinetry with a tall closet to
neatly hang shirts and coats in our top-of-the-line sleepers. Look under
the bunk for even more storage. Add a spacious interior, comfortable
innerspring mattress, TV/VCR, refrigerator and convenient 12-volt
outlets for one of the most relaxing sleepers on the highway.

Drive quiet.
Sound engineers went to great lengths to ensure that drivers hear
only what they want to hear, so they can concentrate on the job at
hand. Driver fatigue is reduced by using materials that lower noise
and vibration.

Technology that proves software is just
as critical as horsepower.
Mack is leading the industry with its electronics. We are the only OEM
that fully integrates engine and vehicle electronics for hassle-free
service and single-source dependability. A computer module in the
engine and in the vehicle work together to give you an accurate
picture of your truck’s performance. Our Vehicle Management and
Control system (V-MAC®) is a sophisticated tool for setting hundreds
of engine and vehicle parameters to optimize efficiency.

With V-MAC, you get DataMax,™ our standard on-board data logger/trip
recorder. DataMax automatically stores information for up to twelve
trips and over the life of the truck. It monitors vehicle operating
modes such as time/hours/miles spent driving, idling, in PTO, and
includes a driver event log and maintenance information. There’s
even an incident log. InfoMax® is our PC-based Windows® software
used by fleet managers to reprogram, analyze and report DataMax
information. InfoMax lets users view or print trip information, evaluate
driver performance, schedule routine maintenance or even reconstruct
an incident/accident.

Informed drivers are better drivers.
Our Vehicle Information Profiler, or V.I.P.,™ keeps drivers in the
information loop with an easy-to-use, oversize, in-dash display.
Working with V-MAC, the V.I.P. lets drivers monitor fuel mileage, trip
sensor and maintenance information. All to help drivers squeeze
more money out of every mile.

Driver support that never stops.
Our OneCall® CompleteCare roadside assistance program assures
we’re always with you on your journey. This service is available
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Simply call our nationwide hotline
(1-800-866-1177), describe the situation and provide the Vehicle
Identification Number. The trained technician who receives the call
immediately dispatches roadside assistance or arranges towing to
the nearest authorized Mack facility, if needed. Be confident that
Mack can get you up and running quickly.

Even our warranties are built to last.
As further proof of the confidence and commitment Mack has for
the CH tractor, we’ve put together the finest, most versatile warranty
in the industry today. At the heart of it is a standard base warranty
of 1-year/100,000 miles, 100% parts and labor coverage on every
CH chassis we build. The extended Bulldog Protection Plan® is
available to provide you with the most flexible, extensive warranty
coverage in trucking.

